
K-6 KIDS & THE WHOLE FAMILY 
 
DVD/ABRA/K001     Abraham & Isaac 
Abraham & Isaac “The test” 
See the miracle of Isaac’s birth to Abraham and Sarah in their old age. Then the 
ultimate test of faithfulness as Abraham thinks God may take Isaac from him. 
Bonus Story! 
Rebecca “Here Comes the Bride” 
The story of the search for Isaac’s bride Rebecca. 
 
DVD/ACTI/K004     Action Bible Songs 
 
 
DVD/ADVE/K005     Adventures in Odyssey 
 
 
DVD/ACTI/K006     Action Bible Songs 
 
1. Zacchaeus      2. Isn’t He Wonderful 
3. Happy All The Time    4. O Be Careful Little Eyes 
5. Jesus Bids Us Shine    6. I’m In The Lord’s Army 
7. If You’re Happy     8. Rise And Shine (Arky, Arky) 
9. Climb, Climb Up Sunshine Mountain  10. Jesus Loves The Little Ones 
11. Father Abraham     12. One Door And Only One 
13. Swing Low, Sweet Chariot   14. His Banner Over Me Is Love 
15. The Little Light Of Mine    16. Behold, Behold 
17. Onward Christian Soldiers 
 
DVD/ADVE/K007    Adventures in ODYSSEY 
There’s a cat burglar on the prowl in Odyssey, one who looks a lot like… John Avery 
Whittaker!! Could it be? Don’t miss this action-packed mystery with laughs and 
thrills for the entire family. 
 
DVD/BREA/K020    Bread From Heaven 
Jonas, a young street urchin, is desperate for bread. Yet when he finds some, knife- 
wielding thugs steal it. Then one day Jonas hears that Jesus, the miracle worker, is 
nearby. While skeptical about the reports, Jonas decides to see this man for himself- 
and what he discovers convinces him that the bread Jesus offers will satisfy one’s 
hunger forever. This delightful retelling of the feeding of the 5,000 will captivate 
viewers with its brisk storytelling, original songs and entertaining action, even as it 
challenges them to consider afresh the One who is the Bread of Life. 
 
 
DVD/CAPT/K040     Captured! 
Cyrus’s acrobatic talent turns him from Roman captive to the star of the show in the 
mansion of Flavian the merchant. At last it’s the big time…the spotlight… FAME! So 
what if Flavian abuses his slaves? At least Cyrus has a life of luxury in the home of 
his new “friend”- until the slaves revolt. With flames in the sky and swords clanging 
in the halls, suddenly Cyrus wishes he’d cooperated when Ben and the family tried to 



smuggle him home. Now it’s too late- or is it? Can love redeem the ungrateful Cyrus 
like it does the prodigal son in Jesus’ parable? Can it heal the rift between Cyrus and 
Justin, just as Jesus healed the centurion’s servant? 
 
DVD/CATA/K041     Catacomb Rescue 
Ben’s friend, master-storyteller Ephraim, braves the threat of capture to visit Rome- 
and his story of the Good Samaritan helps Anna and Justin make a difficult choice in 
Catacomb Rescue, episode #3 of the fully animated Storykeepers series. With Nero’s 
soldiers seeking Ephraim everywhere, Ben, Helens, and the kids help their friends 
escape through the catacombs. But their escape route is discovered! Capture seems 
certain until a cave-in turns the table, placing a Roman centurion at Justin and Anna’s 
mercy. Throughout the excitement, Ephraim’s vivid stories recount Jesus’ parables of 
the Sower, the Unforgiving Servant- and the Good Samaritan, whose lesson bears 
wonderful results at the end of this drama-filled Storkeepers adventure. 
 
DVD/CONF/K042     Confidence & Love 
 
 
 
DVD/CONF/K043    Confidence and Love 
THE LITTLE DUCK FUN DASH 
Learn More About Confidence 
Weatherbee the Duckling has no confidence. In spite of this, his friend Smuggles and 
a special series of events convince the duckling that he can win the Annual Agapeland 
Little Duck Fun Dash. Your child can discover through this humorous adventure that 
confidence is simply the courage to try! 
THE BROKEN JEWEL 
Learn More About Love 
When Nancy breaks her special glass ticket to a Royal Concert in Agapeland, Stevie 
decides to give her his own. Through this story, your child can learn that love always 
wants the very best for others. 
 
DVD/CURI/K044    Curiosity- The crazy quest for the hidden treasure chest 
High adventure reigns when Mr. Quigley takes Yuki and the kids in search of the 
treasure of TRAMS. Spurred by a mysterious map, their curiosity is the key that 
unlocks clues to finding the hidden treasure, and new horizons in learning. Who 
would have thought that learning about history, reading, sports, science, or different 
cultures could be interesting? or so useful! 
But there’s something even more important and rewarding than finding the treasure of 
TRAMS. As everyone discovers in the parable of the buried treasure, learning about 
God is the greatest treasure of all! 
 
 
DVD/DANI/K060     Daniel 
Invading Babylonian forces capture Jerusalem and carry away many of the city’s 
finest young people, including Daniel and his three young friends. In captivity, the 
youths are in the king’s service and outperform all their rivals- pleasing the king and 
infuriating their enemies. This DVD captures the highlights of Daniel and his three 
friends, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, and demonstrates that God still rules over 
the affairs of men. 



 
DVD/DANI/K061      Daniel 
 
 
 
DVD/DAVI/K062     David and Goliath 
One of the most famous stories in the Bible bursts into full-color life in this 
electrifying tale of courage, faith and daring. 
David, a ruddy-faced shepherd boy who likes poetry and musical instruments, seems 
an unlikely candidate to save his nation from ruin. But when nine-foot Goliath defies 
Israel and blasphemes God, young David leaps into action and into the record books, 
earning his place as one of the greatest heroes in the Bible. Top- flight animation and 
a dramatic, memorable plot line true to the biblical account will transport you to 
ancient battlefield when Israel’s powerful enemies threatened to overwhelm the 
nation. You’ll find your own faith revitalized as you watch God at work through a boy 
in love with his Creator. 
 
DVD/EAST/K080     Easter Promise 
Jerem dreams of being a soldier for a king. He is thrilled to hear about the upcoming 
arrival of the true king Jesus. Jerem, however, is fooled by appearances and soon 
rejects Jesus along with most of Jerusalem. In a wonderful lesson about truth, 
appearances, and forgiveness, Jerem ultimately trusts in Jesus and witnesses the 
fulfillment of the greatest promise of all- the resurrection. 
Set against the backdrop of historically rich Jerusalem, The Easter Promise weaves 
together the story of Jerem’s search for truth and the magnificent Easter story. Filled 
with original music and breathtaking animation, The Easter Promise is sure to delight 
your entire family. 
 
DVD/ELIJ/K081     Elijah  
The crowd was still and hushed as the words of the great prophet Elijah thundered 
down the Mount Carmel: “How long will you go back and forth between two 
opinions? If the Lord be God, follow Him! If Baal be god, then follow him and be 
done with it!”  This unforgettable DVD relives those fateful days when the faith of 
ancient Israel hung in the balance, and challenges us to consider our faith as well. 
 
 
 
DVD/ELIS/K082     Elisha 
As chariots swooped down from heaven to snatch away the great prophet Elijah, his 
mantle fell to the ground- and landed on his frightened protégé, Elisha. From now on, 
Elisha would be God’s mouthpiece. This thrilling DVD spotlights Elisha’s greatest 
triumphs, from his healing of a soldier’s disease to his restoring of life to a young boy. 
Elisha recounts the illustrious prophetic career of one of Israel’s most powerful men 
of God, recreating all the heart- pounding action through brilliant full- color 
animation, an energetic musical score, and careful attention to the original biblical 
account. 



 
DVD/ESCA/K083    Escape from Fire Lake 
Mike is missing! Winnie, Ben and Spence have just found Mike’s compass in the dirt 
at an old, abandoned motel in town. But worse, the empty getaway car from 
yesterday’s bank robbery is sitting in the motel’s courtyard. 
The Last Chance Detectives launch a desperate search for one of their own- but it’s a 
race against time, and the odds are against them. 
A manhunt… the figure of a winged jaguar… flares in the desert sky… and a trail of 
clues lead out into the barren, unforgiving wilderness known as Fire Lake. 
 
ESCAPE FROM FIRE LAKE is an exciting story of survival and hope. A story of 
courage. A story of personal faith in God, and the difference it makes in times of 
crisis. 
Bring your sunscreen- this one is hot! 
 
DVD/ESTH/K084      Esther 
 
 
 
DVD/ESTH/K085     Esther & The King 
When two inquisitive children stumble upon an ancient book, they unwittingly open a 
fascinating gateway to adventure. This super-book transports Chris, Joy, and their toy 
robot Gizmo back across the centuries, and plops them right in the middle of actual 
Bible happenings. In this exciting animated series they meet Noah, Jonah, watch the 
Red Sea part, and are there in the stable with baby Jesus. Kids will thrill to the 
breathtaking action, and remember forever the heartwarming lessons each episode 
portrays. 
Esther & The King “The Beauty Queen” 
Esther’s purpose was for one great act. See how she, as wife of the Persian king, 
intervenes to keep her people, the Jews, from destruction. 
Bonus Story!  
Ruth “Mother’s day” 
The story of a young girl named Ruth who loves and serves her mother faithfully. See 
how God rewards her faithfulness. 
 
DVD/FORG/K100     Forgive Us Our Debts 
Forgive us our debts combines a classic parable about forgiveness with the teachings 
of Jesus to his disciples. Jesus shows his love by teaching that forgiveness is from 
God, as He instructs Peter to catch a fish where he’ll find a coin in its mouth to pay 
the temple tax. 
Jesus teaches about a man who owes his King ten thousand talents, which is an 
enormous amount of money, that he can’t pay. The King takes pity and forgives him 
of the debt. Yet, the forgiven man leaves and immediately casts another, who owes 
him almost nothing, into prison. 
 
DVD/FRIE/K101     Friendship- Small wonders and giant Blunders 
Big bullies fall in big ways. The Quigley Kids enjoy a big bully’s giant downfall 
when they act out the story of David and Goliath. They learn how easy it is to be a 
bully if you’re not kind to people. It’s much better to be a friend instead! 



Danny has a giant for a friend, but no one believes him because his friend never 
arrives…until after everyone but Danny has left. Meanwhile, Mr. Quigley tells the 
tale of the little kid who saved a town by showing a clumsy giant how to tie his shoes. 
Imagine everyone’s surprise later when Danny’s giant appears on TV- and specially 
mentions his good friend and shoe-tying tutor Danny! Like Jonathan and David in Mr. 
Quigley’s story, Danny and his friend have a giant friendship! 
 
DVD/FRIE/K102       Friendship 
 
 
 
DVD/GENE/K120     Generosity- The disappearing dessert disaster 
Little creatures in the village ant farm provide a great lesson in generosity and sharing 
for the Quigley kids. But Lemon accidentally leaves the top off the ant farm. Soon, 
cookies are disappearing to the sound of hundreds of tiny marching feet! 
Meanwhile, Mr. Quigley tells the story of the boy who let Jesus share his lunch with 
five thousand people. Then everyone learns about sharing for themselves at the 
village’s food drive- especially Bubba, who gives his best jelly beans. The drive ends 
with a big celebration at the gazebo. Out comes the food- and here come the ants! 
And there goes the chocolate cake! What an itchy way to learn about generosity! 
 
DVD/GENE/K121     Generosity 
 
 
 
DVD/GOOD/K122     Goodness and Faith 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BEE? 
Learn More About Goodness 
The Nzzzz family of honey bees tries to chose a name for their baby. After showing 
he wants to be a good honey bee, they name him Good Nzzzz. Your child can see the 
value of goodness, and always doing what is right. 
LOST IN THE WOODS 
Learn More About Faith 
When Stevie loses his way in the forest, he realizes how important it is to do what Mr. 
Conductor has told him. Though Stevie’s example your child can learn about faith and 
the value of trusting what he knows is right. 
 
DVD/HOLY/K140 Holy Pimoly  
 
 
DVD/HONE/K141     Honesty and Responsibility 
DOGGY BONE BLUES 
Learn More About Honesty 
Even though Tunder the Puppy has been “borrowing” bones from Smuggles the Dog, 
he finds he doesn’t like it very much when the neighborhood bully dog, Buster, 
“borrows” his new blanket. Having the integrity to be trustworthy and trustful are 
lessons your child can learn from this delightful Agapeland tale. 
BOUNCER AND THE SPRING HOPPERS 
Learn More About Responsibility 



Bouncer the Rabbit discovers the importance of responsibility when he neglectfully 
leaves a borrowed pair of Spring Hoppers in the rain and they are ruined. Through this 
exciting Agapeland tale your child will learn an important way to be responsible: 
doing what others rely on you to do. 
 
DVD/HONES/K142     Honesty- Hide And Go Sneak 
In Hide And Go Sneak, everyone discovers the surprising, practical wisdom of 
honesty. A comedy of errors results when Spike detects mystery behind an interrupted 
game of hide-and-go-seek. In the role of that super sleuth, Sherlock Holmes, she and 
her trusty assistant Watson (Bubba) attempt to solve the crime…and discover 
everything but the truth! 
Meanwhile, Danny and Lemon hear from Mr. Quigley about the very first game of 
hide-and-go-seek- when Adam and Eve hid from God! And a forbidden extra piece of 
candy leads to an important lesson in truthfulness for Yuki. In the end, everyone 
learns that you can’t hide the truth, and that honesty is the best way after all. 
 
DVD/JACO/K180     Jacob’s Gift 
“The one who builds the best project will be asked to help build the new synagogue”, 
Rabbi Simeon announces to the students in his woodworking shop. Young Jacob 
struggles to choose just the right project to show his craftsmanship, until he finally 
discovers a great idea. But harassed by his fellow students for his creativity, and with 
his father’s inn overflowing with guests, Jacob is pulled away from his woodworking 
by duties and distractions. In the end, Jacob sacrifices winning the contest to do a 
kindness for a family with a newborn baby, and learns an important lesson about 
giving. 
 
DVD/JESU/K181     Jesus, The Son of God 
Speechless. That’s often how people found themselves when they come face-to-face 
with the astonishing wisdom of Jesus of Nazareth. From the learned rabbis in the 
temple whose jaws dropped open at the words of a 12-year-old Jesus, to the 
wilderness defeat of Satan who unsuccessfully tempted the Savior even after He had 
grown pale with hunger from a 40-day fast, this compelling and swiftly-moving DVD 
takes you on a remarkable tour of Jesus’ early years. Walk where Jesus walked and 
you, too, will find yourself speechless as you witness these remarkable episodes taken 
from the life of Jesus, The Son of God 
 
DVD/JOHN/K182     John the Baptist 
John the Baptist is a moving story of courage and conviction seen through the life of 
one of God’s greatest prophets who gave everything to prepare the way for the Lord. 
You’ll witness the strength and integrity of this biblical hero as he stands against 
political and spiritual adversity, and then be thrilled as he finally beholds the Lamb of 
God.  
 
DVD/JONA/K183     Jonah 
The gentle humor of this wonderful tale of the bad-tempered prophet is given full rein 
here. Jonah’s flat refusal to preach the word of the Lord to the people of the wicked 
city of Nineveh leads to his upsetting an entire boatful of sailors, and being 
unceremoniously heaved overboard to be swallowed by a whale. Even after 
accomplishing his task, Jonah remains as grumpy as ever, but God’s patience and 
humor lead him to understand the meaning of mercy-eventually!  



 
DVD/JOSE/K184    Joseph In Egypt 
Joseph, a young Hebrew boy, is sold into slavery by his jealous brothers and taken to 
the land of Egypt. Despite the strangeness of his surroundings, he does not forget the 
lessons about God that his father Jacob taught him.  
When cast into prison for a crime he did not commit, Joseph interprets the dreams of 
his companions and earns respect of all he meets. News of Joseph’s ability reaches 
Pharaoh and he is called upon to interpret Pharaoh’s dreams. God honors Joseph’s 
obedience and he is granted a position of power in Pharaoh’s court.  
 
DVD/JOSE/K185     Joseph’s Reunion 
The drought has stripped Canaan bare of crops, yet rumors from Egypt described 
impossibly vast storehouse of food. Jacob knew that unless he acted soon, his entire 
family would starve, so at last he sent ten of his sons to pharaoh to buy provisions. 
They never imagined that there they would find not only food, but the brother they 
had long ago betrayed and given up for dead. 
This thrilling and unforgettable DVD brings to a satisfying conclusion the classic 
story begun in Joseph in Egypt. You will delight in this tender tale that powerfully 
reaffirms the care and love of God. 
 
DVD/KEEP/K200     Keeping Promises- The magnificent memories and       
momentous surprise 
A dismal band rehearsal is made more dismal when Spike announces she’s moving. 
It’s easy to improve the music- everyone promises to practice faithfully. But it’s not 
so easy to say good-bye. Everyone decides to throw a special surprise party for Spike. 
Meanwhile, Fuzzy the caterpillar disappears, and Bubba and Danny are worried. 
Fuzzy had promised them he’d fly one day, so they’ve been giving him flying lessons. 
Mr. Quigley assures Fuzzy’s “instructors” that Fuzzy is simply in a cocoon. When he 
reappears, he’ll have a wonderful surprise for them- much like Jesus in Mr. Quigley’s 
story of Easter. Fuzzy does surprise everyone- at Spike’s party, and a surprise-filled 
time is complete! 
 
DVD/LEGE/K220     Legend of the Desert Bigfoot 
It travels only at night. It stands three feet taller than the average human. It wields 
incredible strength. It’s been called Sasquatch, Yeti, Orange Eyes, Mud 
Monster…Bigfoot…and the people of Ambrosia believe it is only a legend. 
Untill now. 
LEGEND OF THE DESERT BIGFOOT explodes onto the screen, plunging Mike, 
Ben, Winnie and Spence into a mystery they could never have imagined. 
Long, coarse strands of animal hair the vet can’t identify…old Silas’ wild 
story…metal doors ripped apart by powerful claws…terrorized campers…and in the 
middle of it all, a dog named Jake, who captured a place in Mike’s heart. 
A fast-paced adventure where kids learn about the biblical principle of integrity and 
the importance of doing what’s right, even when it’s tough. 
 
DVD/LIVE/K221     Live in the Big Tent Colin Buchanan 
You’re invited to be a part of the colour and fun of Colin Buchanan’s special show 
recorded LIVE IN THE BIG TENT. It’s a DVD brimming with all the spontaneous 
excitement and catchy biblical songs that have drawn thousands of children and 
parents across Australia to Colin’s concerts. 



LIVE IN THE BIG TENT is a unique family event which celebrates the joy of being 
part of God’s big family. 
Includes many favorite songs from Colin’s best selling “Aussie Praise” albums- and a 
few singing and dancing surprises along the way! 
 
DVD/MICA/K240     Micah’s Christmas Treasure 
The story of Christmas with a fresh twist! 
A fully animated Christmas special 

• Inspiring! 
• Adventurous! 
• Kids love it! 
• Family Viewing 

It’s a wonderful adventure! Alive with original music! Brilliantly animated characters 
come to life in this imaginative tale of a young shepherd boy’s discovery, played out 
against the backdrop of a tumultuous Roman Empire, during the time of the birth of 
the Messiah. 
 
DVD/MOSE/K241     Moses 
Except for a mother’s desperate plan, the strong will of an Egyptian princess, and the 
mighty hand of God, Israel’s most honored leader may never have seen his first 
birthday. Moses From Birth to the Burning Bush recounts the traumatic early years of 
Moses’ life, from his privileged youth in Pharaoh’s household to his dreary days of 
tending sheep in the Midian desert. You’ll watch breathless as God begins to turn a 
murderer into a deliverer by bringing him face-to-face with the almighty Creator of 
the universe. Like Moses, you too will be moved to praise and worship.  
 
DVD/MYST/K242     Mystery Lights Of Navajo Mesa 
At the edge of a small desert town, where a B-17 sits next to an old diner, a mystery 
has begun to unfold. At first it was just a strange voice on an old radio. Then came the 
disappearances in town that no one could explain. Now mystery lights have begun to 
appear in Navajo Mesa, and the local sheriff has grown strangely silent about it. 
But four residents of the town have decided to investigate... four friends who think 
they can solve the mystery… four everyday kids who call themselves… The Last 
Chance Detectives. 
Little did they know they were being drawn into a sinister plot with international 
consequences. 
A fast-paced mystery adventure where kids learn the biblical principle of forgiveness. 
 
DVD/NEHE/K260     Nehemiah & The Wall 
Nehemiah & The Wall “The Walls of Jerusalem” 
See the rebuilding of the great walls of Jerusalem and the struggles and victories of 
Israel as they work to accomplish this task. 
Bonus Story!  
Job “The patience of Job” 
See this great man of God who tried in every imaginable manner, only to come out in 
the end greater and more faithful than ever before. 
 
DVD/OBED/K280     Obedience and Self Control 
MORE TROUBLE WITH TUFFY 
Learn more about Obedience 



When Tuffy disregards his Teacher’s instructions and wanders away from his class, a 
day at the zoo becomes anything but fun. Doing the things you know you should is an 
important lesson your children can learn from this touching Agapeland adventure. 
BENNY AND THE BIRTHDAY BERRIES 
Learn More About Self-Control 
On his way to a birthday party, Benny Bear eats the fiddleberries he was taking as a 
gift. With the help of his caterpillar friend, Scooter, Benny and your young child can 
learn the value of self-control, stopping yourself when it’s best for you and others. 
 
DVD/PATI/K300     Patience and Peace 
SNAILS IN A HURRY 
Learn more about patience 
Hebert the Snail’s brothers and sisters want to sneak into the circus rather than wait in 
a long line. Through this Agapeland story your children can learn that patience is 
being content to wait. 
THE SONG WITHOUT A HEART 
Learn more about peace 
Nancy has no peace. Unprepared for an up-coming piano recital. She lies to her music 
teacher about having practiced her song. With Mr. Conductor’s help your child can 
learn with Nancy that peace comes from doing what is right. 
 
DVD/PILG/K301     Pilgrim’s Progress 
John Bunyan’s ageless story of pilgrim’s journey from the City of Destruction to the 
Celestial City has had a tremendous impact upon thousands of lives throughout the 
world. The immortal classic, which gives a new vision of the Lord and of His loving 
guidance, still has as powerful a message today as when it was written over 300 years 
ago. 
As Pilgrim embarks on his incredible journey, he falls into Slough of Despond, meets 
Mr. Worldly Wiseman and climbs the Hill of Difficulty. The heavy load he has 
carried from the City of Destruction falls off as he comes to the foot of the cross. 
Finally, after many breathtaking experiences, Pilgrim crosses the River of Death and 
enters triumphantly into the Celestial City. 
 
DVD/POLI/K302     Politeness and Joy 
BOUNCER AND THE CARROT PRINCESS 
Learn More About Politeness 
In this Agapeland adventure, Bouncer the Rabbit learns the value of politeness when 
he meets the beautiful, but not-so-well-mannered Carrot Princess. Your child will see 
that thinking of others before acting is a lesson we should all know about politeness. 
THE RABBIT WHO LOST HIS HOP 
Learn More About Joy 
In this Agapeland story, Stevie and Nancy help Bouncer the Rabbit find the joy he 
lost in Sunless Valley. Like Bouncer, your child can learn that joy not only comes 
from receiving, but also from doing and giving good things. 
 
DVD/READ/K340     Ready, Aim, Fire! 
It’s excitement, laughter, and white-hot action when Ben and his family find 
themselves the object of Nero’s latest neighborhood renovation… firebombing by 
catapult! Zakkai the Zealot, better known as Zak, is eager to help, but his overzealous 
attempts to prove his leadership abilities spark disaster when his getaway of fugitives 



takes a wrong turn into the heart of the firestorm. Their harrowing adventure is 
punctuated by three stories of Jesus, who heals a man’s withered hand, brings sight to 
blind Bartimaeus, and teaches his disciples a lesson about children… one that Zak 
also needs to learn. 
 
DVD/RESP/K341     Respect/ Manners- Giggles and goof-ups at the Gazebo 
When the Governor comes to town, Mr. Quigley’s band provides the music. But the 
band members don’t handle long, boring speeches well, as Mr. Quigley soon finds 
out! Pandemonium follows when his musicians devise their own forms of amusement. 
It’s easy to see how important respect and good manners are when you discover what 
happens without them! 
Yuki learns respect for people’s belongings when she tries to work as Grandpa 
Koala’s musical instrument repair apprentice. And the kids enjoy a fun lesson on good 
telephone manners, But it’s the story of Eli and the boy prophet Samuel that shows 
where all respect and good manners ought to come from- respect for God! 
 
DVD/ROAR/K342     Roar in the night 
Two lion cubs have escaped, and Crassus, Nero’s head animal trainer, is furious. 
Where could they be? Marcus knows. He’s fallen in love with his two playful, 
newfound pets- to the dismay of Ben and Helena, who wonder how they can get the 
furry fugitives out of the Rome before they’re recaptured. It looks like curtains when 
Crassus tracks the cubs to Ben’s door. But a daring rescue plan leads to the animal 
cages- and that’s when the fur flies and the fun begins! It’s animal antics to make your 
whole family roar…plus three stories of Jesus, who tells the parable of the lost sheep, 
restores a man’s speech and hearing, and praises the widow for her gift in the temple. 
 
DVD/SAMU/K360     Samuel : the boy Prophet 
From his days as a young boy serving Eli the high priest to guiding the ancient 
Israelites in their walk with God, Samuel the prophet stands as an inspiring example 
of how we, too, can delight in our relationship with God. This compelling animated 
DVD brings to life several exciting episodes from the life of Samuel and invites you 
to discover for yourself the thrill and joy of faithful service to God. 
 
DVD/SELF/K361     Self Esteem- Short legs and tall tales 
Poor little Danny is too short to get his hat off the shelf- and his creative attempts 
soon cause him problems! Mr. Quigley and Bubba help him see that even if you are 
small you can still stand tall. 
Danny also tells wild stories that make him feel important, but everyone knows 
they’re not true. He just talks big because he feels small. Big talk can mean big 
trouble, though, when you act like something you’re not. When one of Danny’s tales 
leads him into danger, Mr. Quigley comes to rescue just in time. Like Zacchaeus in 
the story Mr. Quigley tells, everyone’s big and important in God’s eyes! 
 
DVD/SHAR/K362     Sharing and Kindness 
BENNY LOVES FIDDLEBERRIES 
Learn More About Sharing 
A bear named Benny neglects to share and his plan to grow fiddleberries only for 
himself goes awry. In this dramatic adventure your child will be reminded to think of 
others and to always share. 
THE TROUBLE WITH TUFFY 



Learn More About Kindness 
Stevie and Nancy discover that a little bit of kindness can turn a neighborhood bully 
into a new friend. In this delightful story your child can see that kindness is simply 
doing to others what you want them to do to you. 
 
DVD/SINK/K363     Sink or swim 
A secret search for Justin’s father on a Roman slave ship leads to high sea adventure 
for Ben, Helena, and the children in Sink or Swim. Trapped aboard the galley when it 
leaves port, Ben and his group find themselves headed for battle against a rebel slave 
ship. It’s Justin’s chance to show one of the slaves the meaning of self-sacrifice and 
do-or-die bravery when a clash with the rebels threatens to send the prisoners down 
with the ship. Your family will enjoy plenty of action and humor… plus three stories 
of Jesus, who heals a paralyzed man and tells the parables of the Pharisee and the 
sinner, and of the house built on rock and the house built on sand. 
 
DVD/STAR/K364     Starlight Escape 
En route by night to a neighboring city, Ben, Helena, and the kids narrowly avoid 
capture by Nero’s soldiers. The cost of their escape is a broken wagon wheel. While 
the wheel is being mended, Ben and Helena take the kids on another journey- back to 
the days of Mary and Joseph. Join them by the firelight to hear about the birth of 
Jesus, the shepherds and the angels, the Magi and the star, the flight to Egypt, and 
more. And with Zak the Zealot, you’ll discover how God’s love reaches out to all 
people everywhere. 
 
DVD/STOR/K365     Story Keepers: Trapped 
 
 
 
 
DVD/THAN/K380     Thankfulness and Gentleness 
BENNY’S WAKE-UP SURPRISE 
Learn More About Thankfulness 
Benny the Bear learns to be thankful when, groggy from his winter hibernation, he 
neglects to appreciate the wake-up presents his Agapeland friends have prepared for 
him. Being grateful for all things is one aspect of thankfulness your child will be 
shown from Benny’s experience. 
NEW BABY IN THE HOUSE 
Learn More About Gentleness 
When Stevie and Nancy accidently frighten a new friend, their mother tells them a 
story about gentleness, which she has never forgotten. Like Stevie and Nancy, your 
children can see the importance of gentleness and learn it is simply treating people, 
animals, and things in a careful way. 
 
DVD/THEC/K381     The Crippled LAMB  
To be in the right place at the right time… Nothing more special… When God has a 
plan for you! 
Old Asah knew this well, and when it came time to teach young Benjamin Goat about 
life, the old story-telling camel told a tale to little Joshua… a Crippled Lamb who 
always felt left out. Joshua longed to keep up with the flock, but God had a very 
special plan for him- just as He does for everyone. One cold winter night, Joshua was 



in the right place at the right time to watch history’s greatest event unfold… and to 
play a part in it. Filled with warm, tender moments, this story will charm children and 
families year ‘round. 
 
DVD/THEF/K382     The First Christmas 
When two inquisitive children stumble upon an ancient book, they unwittingly open a 
fascinating gateway to adventure. This super-book transports Chris, Joy, and their toy 
robot Gizmo back across the centuries, and plops them right in the middle of actual 
Bible happenings. In this exciting animated series they meet Noah, Jonah, watch the 
Red Sea part, and are there in the stable with baby Jesus. Kids will thrill to the 
breathtaking action, and remember forever the heartwarming lessons each episode 
portrays. 
The First Christmas 
Witness the events that led to the first Christmas and the beginning of God’s great 
plan of salvation for mankind 
Bonus Story! 
Miracle of Love 
Witness the miracle of Jesus. See him turn water into wine at a wedding; then heal the 
sick, blind, and lame. His life was perfect as he did everything God had him to do. 
 
 
DVD/THEG/K383     The Good Samaritan 
The Good Samaritan is perhaps the most touching parable that Jesus ever taught. The 
story begins with the lawyer’s trick question, “What is the greatest commandment?” 
Children and adults will love Jesus’ answer as they are transported to his feet actually 
to see this story unfold. The robbers, the Rabbi, and the Levite and the wounded 
traveler become real. Imagine the emotion as the traveler’s own people pass by while 
his enemy, a Samaritan, stops to help him. This story teaches us to love one another.  
 
 
DVD/THEG/K384     The Greatest Is the Least 
In the years following his resurrection, Jesus’ disciples learn to practice His lessons 
on serving others. While working at the salt mine, James witnesses the battle of two 
co-workers fighting with their power and might to be number one. He remembers 
being with Jesus as He welcomed and embraced the children and humbly kneeled to 
wash the disciples’ feet. His compassionate acts demonstrate that the way to greatness 
in His Kingdom is not found in how many serve you, but in how many you serve. 
James takes this lesson to heart and gladly serves a less fortunate friend. 
 
DVD/THEK/K385     The King is Born 
The King is Born is a DVD classic of the true meaning of Christmas- the birth of 
Jesus. 
Young and old alike love this biblically accurate story that is brought to life by the 
miracle of feature- quality animation! 
This is a family entertainment at its best! Just imagine having beautifully animated 
stories from the Bible to teach character- building principles to children as they view 
this story again and again! 



 
DVD/THEL/K386     The Legend of the CANDY CANE, it is called “Candy 
Can”  
The night a mysterious danger rode into the lonely prairie town of West Sage, no one 
realized their life would never be the same. In this 42-minute wonderfully animated 
adaptation of The Legend of the Candy Cane, you’ll discover a fascinating story of 
hope and the hidden meaning of a favorite Christmas candy- the CANDY CANE. 
Based on the best- selling book, The Legend of the Candy Cane, this recreated and 
expanded version will introduce you to a wonderful cast of characters that you’re sure 
to love. 
 
DVD/THEL/K387     The Legend of the Three Trees 
The Legend of the Three Trees is a timeless retelling of the classic folktale of three 
distinct trees, each with its own hopes, dreams and aspirations. We follow a beautiful 
olive tree blossoming in the valley, a knotty oak tree clinging to the shore and strong 
pine standing high on the mountainside. They each dreamed of becoming great- 
perhaps a majestic treasure chest, or a magnificent sailing ship or maybe the tallest 
tree in the forest. 
But their dreams didn’t seem to come true. Disappointed and dejected, the trees 
despair about their existence until they finally interact, in their own unique ways, with 
Jesus Christ in His birth, ministry and ultimate sacrifice. In these experiences, they 
learn that God has a special purpose for each of them in His kingdom. 
Thoughtfully written and beautifully animated, The Legend of the Three Trees 
teaches children and adults alike the significance of their role in God’s plan for the 
world. 
 
DVD/THEL/K388     The Little Match Girl  
Discover the importance of trusting God and helping others in this inspirational story 
of faith and love. 
Christmas is supposed to be a time of togetherness. At least that’s what Lily’s always 
been told. So she’s less than enthusiastic when her entire family volunteers at the 
church charity dinner on Christmas Eve and Lily finds herself stuck at home with her 
grandpa. Not only does she feel abandoned, she’s completely bored- and she doesn’t 
think Grandpa’s story about little match girl is going to make any difference. Lily 
soon realizes she’s never been more wrong. In this new, modern adaptation of Hans 
Christian Andersen’s classic tale, a young girl, Adriana, and her grandmother have 
come to a New World seeking a better life. Their dreams are shattered when tragedy 
strikes, and Adriana finds herself alone with only a flute and a little box of matches in 
her possession. Yet even with the odds stacked against her, Adriana never stops 
praying and trusting God. 
 
DVD/THEM/K389     The Ministry of Paul  
The Ministry of Paul is a dramatic story of adventure, faith and endurance. From his 
encounter with the King Agrippa to his terrifying shipwreck, Paul’s powerful 
preaching and example bring amazement and conversion as persecution is answered 
with the gospel of love. 
 
DVD/THEM/K390     The Miracles Of Jesus 
Journey back to the Holy Land in the days of the New Testament- and witness the 
wonder of a people blessed by “The Miracles of Christ!” Join Benjamin, the widow’s 



son brought back to life by Jesus, as he walks the roads Christ Himself walked, 
recalling His wondrous works. From the wedding at Cana where he turned water to 
wine, to the healing of the centurion’s servant; from stilling the tempest, to feeding 
the multitude and walking upon the water- it’s an inspiring, animated journey to thrill 
the entire family. 
 
DVD/THEP/K391     The Prodigal Son 
The Prodigal Son is the parable of a once wayward son reunited with his father and 
family after having squandered all his possessions. Your whole family will learn of 
the overwhelming love encompassing someone who returns to God after having 
repented of his foolish ways. 
 
DVD/THER/K392     The Righteous Judge 
The Righteous Judge recreates the events that surround Jesus in teaching the virtues 
and principles of love, repentance and forgiveness. Witness the story of the adulteress 
and Jesus’ confrontation with the Pharisees, and learn of God’s immense mercy and 
grace.  
 
DVD/THES/K393     The story keepers- Trapped! 
The Emperor Nero is having a birthday party, but Tacticus is not a festive mood. He 
faces a tough choice: worship Nero as a god and receive a promotion, or stay true to 
his faith and risk death! Good thing Tacticus has friends who can help. With Ben and 
the gang to the rescue, his worries are over… or maybe they’ve just begun. More 
Storykeepers adventure awaits your family in this exciting, laugh- packed episode. 
Best of all, three stories of Jesus come to life- The royal ride on the donkey, the 
transfiguration on the mountaintop, and the parable of the vineyard. It’s the wildest 
birthday party you’ll ever attend! 
 
 
DVD/TOWE/K394     Tower of Babel 
 
 
DVD/TREA/K395     Treasures In Heaven 
Treasures in heaven is a wonderful story of contrast between two men who seek to 
follow Jesus. The young rich man asks how to gain eternal life and leaves saddened 
because he won’t forsake worldly wealth; while Zacchaeus, the publican, gives half of 
his wealth to the poor and restores four-fold anything wrongly taken, to follow Jesus 
and receive salvation. 
 
 
DVD/THRE/K396      Three Trees 
 
 
DVD/THEW/K397     The wonder of you 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALL AGE GROUPS, GENERAL 
 
 
DVD/BREA/G020     Bread of Heaven 
 
 
DVD/STBI/G360       St Bishoy’s Monastrey 
 
 
DVD/STMA/G361     St Mark the Apostle 



 
 
DVD/THEE/G380     The Evangelist St Mark the holy apostle and martyr 
 
 
 
DVD/THEG/G381     The Gospel According To Matthew 
Volume One 
Matthew 1:1- 9:1 
The year is about 62 A.D. and the aging Apostle Matthew recalls the remarkable 
events he witnessed as a young man. As his story unfolds, the centuries melt away 
and we are intimately involved in the life of Jesus. We share the mystery and wonder 
of His Birth. We witness His Baptism and temptation in the wilderness, then 
experience the compassion and hope of the Sermon on the Mount. 
Walk with Jesus through Galilee as He calls disciples, performs the first miracles and 
begins teaching His world-changing message of love and redemption. 
 
DVD/THEG/G382    The Gospel According To Matthew 
Volume two 
Matthew 9:2- 14:36 
Come share a time of parables and miracles, as Jesus’ ministry unfolds. With a 
question, a laugh, a warm embrace, He uses the commonplace details of daily life to 
unveil profound spiritual truths. Through a mustard seed or a pearl of great price… a 
thorny field or a measure of yeast, Jesus teaches a revolutionary concept of inner 
mortality that brings increasing conflict with the religious establishment of His day. 
Walking the dusty roads and lush fields with Jesus, we reach a new understanding of 
His tenderness. We gain a fresh insight into the preparing of His disciples for their 
mission and ultimate persecution. The feeding of the 5000 reveals the compassion and 
warm humanity of Jesus as He responds to the needs of ordinary people. 
 
DVD/THEG/G383    The Gospel According To Matthew 
Volume Three 
Matthew 15:1- 23:39 
Jesus continues to heal the afflicted and teach His message of loving service to others. 
We share with His followers a growing recognition that this beloved friend and 
companion is, indeed, the long-awaited Messiah. The prediction of His own death and 
the glory of His transfiguration cause both wonder and devastation in the hearts of 
Jesus’ disciples. 
Alarmed at His growing popularity and outraged by His revolutionary message, the 
religious authorities question and attack Jesus at every turn. An angry Jesus cleanses 
the temple and a compassionate Jesus grieves over His own people. Feel the emotion 
when He weeps, “Oh, Jerusalem, Jerusalem..” 
 
DVD/THEG/G384     The Gospel According To Matthew 
Volume four 
Matthew 24:1- 28:20 
Hs Jesus’ ministry moves toward the ultimate purpose and climax, the conflict with 
the religious establishment deepens in this word-for-word account of the book of 
Matthew. Concerned about his huge following and furious about his radical concept 



of a heart-motivated faith over outward observance of the laws, they criticize and 
denounce Him continually. 
Against the ceremony and pageantry of First Century Jerusalem, Jesus’ final hours 
unfold with painful reality as actor Bruce Marchiano draws us into every vivid 
emotion. We join Him at the Last Supper and in the Garden of Gethsemane. Share the 
pain of Judas’ betrayal and Peter’s unforgettable denial.. Stand at His side as He faces 
the might of Rome and the rejection of His own people. 
Richard Kiley, playing the role of Matthew, leads us through the events at Golgotha… 
as the anguish of the cross is transformed by the glory of the resurrection. This vivid 
portrayal of the Gospel of Matthew ends with Jesus’ last command and promise… 
“surely I am with you always to the very end of the age.” 
 
DVD/THEH/G385     The Holy Spirit 
A Summary of the Book of Acts 
Watch the amazing events that mark the beginning of the Christian church. Witness 
miracles performed in the name of Jesus by the power of The Holy Spirit. This is the 
Bible as you have never seen it. 
These awesome events lit the flame of faith and took it to the heart of the Roman 
Empire.  
 
 
DVD/TREA/G386      Treasures in Heaven 
 
 
DVD/TREA/G387      Treasures of the snow 
 
 
DVD/TWIS/G388      Twister & Shout 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HIGH SCHOOL & ADULTS 
 



DVD/AMAN/A001    A Man Called NORMAN  
A Man Called NORMAN is the unforgettable story of an uncommon friendship…of 
two men who triumph over their fears…of the unexpected rewards awaiting those 
who reach out to others. 
Based on a popular “Focus on the Family” radio broadcast, A Man Called NORMAN 
is a humorous yet heartwarming family film about love and acceptance. Mike Adkins, 
a gifted speaker and evangelist, appeals to all ages as he drives home one of the most 
profound commandments in the bible- to love your neighbor. Adkins received a 
Crown Award for Best Individual Non-Dramatic Presentation for this film. 
Catch a glimpse of God’s heart as you look past surface, deep down to the inner 
beauty of your fellow man. You’ll learn how the Lord changed Mike Adkins’ life 
through a man called Norman.  
 
DVD/AQUE/A002    A question of Origins 
Examining the creation/ evolution controversy 
During the past century, much of the world has accepted the theory of Evolution as 
fact. Yet the molecules-to-man theory has no direct evidence to support it at all. 
Origins provides over-whelming evidence in favor of Creation. The theory of 
Evolution has been applied to most scientific fields and this DVD thoroughly exposes 
the blind speculation and evolutionary bias in three of these areas of science 
including: Cosmology, Chemistry, and Biology. 
This visually rich, full production reveals conclusive evidence that the universe and 
all life were created by a Supernatural Being, and that the God of the Bible is that 
Creator. The Bible is the only Holy Book in the world that is scientifically accurate. 
In addition, scientific foreknowledge demonstrates that the Bible is truly the Word of 
God. This DVD is essential for anyone who has questions or doubts concerning the 
scientific accuracy of the Bible. 
 
DVD/ASTA/A003    A Star in the Breaking 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation. 
    Once upon a time the only thing you would win by being an ace with ketchup and 
mustard bottles and cream pies was a trip to the principal’s office and a two-week 
detention. But today perfecting those skills can get you a visit to a TV game show and 
a two-week vacation at an amusement park! 
    Unless, that is, your thirty minutes of game show fame go to your head and turn 
you into a prime time egotist and bully. Then the only thing you win is the contempt 
of your friends and a lesson in humility. 
    Welcome to the world of Nicholas. A completely normal kid who happens to find 
himself in some not-so-normal situations. 
    Fortunately, Nicholas and his best friend, McGee, always seem to learn a valuable 
lesson from their wild adventures. Unfortunately, when you’re eleven years old (or, 
for that matter, if you’re a cartoon character), there are lots of lessons to be learned. 
    In “A Star in the Breaking,” Nicholas and McGee learn the value of being humble 
and of accepting that some people are better than you are at certain things. 
 
 
 
DVD/BACK/A020     Back to the Drawing Board 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation. 



    Nicholas Martin. Artist Supremo. The official “sketch pad wonderkid” and class 
cartoonist. Untill, that is, Todd moves to town- complete with Jawbreaker, his very 
own high-tech, glitzy, monster-machine character! Before Nick can say, “Start your 
pencils,” Todd is moving in on his turf! There’s just one thing to do: Nick has to win 
Eastfield’s Winter carnival poster contest and prove once and for all who’s the best. 
    But Nick has to deal with more than just a poster contest. He has to deal with 
something tough, something that’s making him angry, scared, and prideful all at the 
same time: Jealousy. And Nick has a real bad case…. 
    Welcome to the world of Michelangelo, Leonardo DaVinci… and Nicholas: a 
completely normal kid who finds himself in some not-so-normal situations. 
    Fortunately, Nicholas and his best friend McGee always seem to learn a valuable 
lesson from their wild adventures. Unfortunately, when you’re eleven years old (or, 
for that matter, if you’re a cartoon character) there are lots of lessons to be learned. 
     In “Back to the Drawing Board,” Nicholas and McGee learn that jealousy causes a 
lot of hurt, anger, and frustration- especially for the one who’s jealous. 
 
DVD/BOUN/A021     BOUNDRIES  
When to Say YES, When to Say NO, To Take Control of Your Life 
 

• Is your life out of control? 
• Do you have trouble saying no? 
• Can you set limits and still be a loving person? 
• What are legitimate boundaries? 
• Do people take advantage of you? 
• How do you answer someone who wants your time, love, energy, and money? 

Dr Henry Cloud and Dr John Townsend offer biblical based answers to these tough 
questions as they show us how to set healthy boundaries- personal property lines that 
mark those things for which we’re responsible. 
This compelling eight-part DVD series will stimulate you to have clear physical, 
emotional, mental and spiritual boundaries. 
Section 1: What is a Boundary? 
Section 2: Boundaries Problems and Symptoms 
Section 3: The Laws of Boundaries, part 1 
Section 4: The Laws of Boundaries, part 2 
Section 5: The Myths of Boundaries 
Section 6:  A Course of Recovery 
Section 7: Resistances to Boundaries 
Section 8: The Yardsticks of Boundaries 
 
DVD/CHIL/A040      Children Ministry  
 
 
 
DVD/DOTH/A060     Do the Bright Thing 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation.  
To spend or not to spend, that is the question… that leads McGee on a wild journey to 
one of the most mysterious and fascinating places in the world: the mind of an eleven-
year-old! 
    Take a ring-side seat with McGee in the master control center of Nick’s brain. 
Explore the amazing ways little (and not-so-little) decisions are made. Watch the 



gears grind and the sparks fly as Nick gets input on everything- from doing a wheelie 
to spending his savings- from all directions: his family, his friends, the Bible, and, of 
course, McGee. No question about it, Nick has a lot to think about… 
    Welcome to the world of Nicholas. A completely normal kid who happens to find 
himself in some not-so-normal situations. 
    Fortunately, Nicholas and his best friend McGee always seem to learn a valuable 
lesson from their wild adventures. Unfortunately, when you’re eleven years old (or, 
for that matter, if you’re a cartoon character) there are lots of lessons to be learned. 
     In “Do the Bright Thing,” Nicholas and McGee learn about the process and the 
pay-off of making right- and wrong- decisions. 
 
DVD/ESCA/A080     Escape from hell 
Do you believe in Life after Death? 
Dr. Eric Robinson wants to believe and experience that infinite love and warmth that 
“near death” testimonies claim is on the other side of life. His colleague, Dr. Marissa 
Holloway, is on a crusade to alleviate the fear of death and suffering by providing to 
the world that heaven awaits everyone. In a moment of desperation, Dr. Robinson 
faces death and discovers the reality of hell- a place the Bible vividly portrays- a hell 
from which we must all escape. 
Now, from the award winning creators of Final Exit and The Gathering comes, 
Escape From Hell, a new evangelistic movie that challenges viewers to confront their 
inevitable death and judgment. This action packed drama with spectacular special 
effects, gives us glimpses of what hell and heaven might be like in the “here after”. It 
is a wonderful discussion starter to share Christ with unsaved family and friends. 
 
DVD/EVOL/A081    EVOLUTION: Hoax of the Century?  
The concept of evolution has dominated the thinking of the scientific community for 
nearly a century and a half, and is taught as “fact” in public schools and educational 
institutions in America. And yet today, many leading scientists are abandoning a 
belief in traditional evolution, admitting that no real evidence exists! Chuck Smith 
and Caryl Matrisciana talk to leading scientist from around the world and examine the 
latest scientific discoveries. Decide for yourself if evolution truly provides the answer 
to our existence, or is it really the “Hoax of the Century?”  
 
DVD/EVOL/A082     Evolution: From Physics to Metaphysics 
In the last few decades, the belief in evolution has become the “religion” of science, 
replacing the Creator God as originator of life. In this fascinating report, Chuck Smith 
and Caryl Matrisciana reveal that despite its claims to be non-religious, the theory of 
evolution actually forms the basis of many ancient occult religions. Today in public 
schoold students are presented with pagan philosophy in the place of true science. 
Many in the New Age Movement believe that man is the “link” between apes and 
God and that we are on the threshold of an evolutionary leap of consciousness. 
 
DVD/FATH/A080     Father’s Love Letter 
An Intimate Love Letter from Father God to You. 
Father’s Love Letter is written for you, a personal letter that perfectly expresses the 
longing of your Heavenly Father. 
This extraordinary presentation was developed as a sermon illustration, but within a 
few months it had swept around the world via the Internet. It has been downloaded 



millions of times by people in over 100 countries, a phenomenal response that reflects 
the longing of God’s children for a relationship with their Heavenly Father. 
Father’s Love Letter features paraphrased verses from Genesis to Revelation 
expressed in the form of a letter. This DVD includes a narrated presentation featuring 
Roy Lamont, plus the original version, with text accompanied by Brian Doerksen’s 
Faithful Father. 
 
DVD/FINA/A081     Final Exit  
There is a heaven, there is a hell, there is a choice 
A Nobel Peace Prize winner, a convicted murderer and two professing Christian 
teenagers are being escorted to judgment. Who will spend eternity in heaven? This 
evangelistic drama will confront your viewers with life’s most important choices: 
Jesus or Satan? Heaven or Hell?! 
 
DVD/FLOR/A082     Florence Nightingale 
It was the height of the Crimean War, and English soldiers were dying by the 
hundreds. Battlefield losses were expected, but it was the shocking conditions of 
British field hospitals that caused scores of the deaths. Into these rat and flea-infested 
facilities stepped a woman of uncompromising convictions, great patience and an iron 
will. When Florence Nightingale, “The Lady of the Lamp”, arrived on the scene, the 
science and practice of nursing soon changed all over the world, forever. This 
captivating and informative DVD retells her astonishing story in accurate historical 
detail and with unforgettable dramatic flourish. 
 
DVD/FREE/A083      Freemasonary from darkness to light 
 
 
DVD/JOSE/A084      Joseph Smiths temple of doom  
 
 
 
DVD/KEND/A200    KEN DAVIS, Live? I’m Not Alright  
You’re NOT Okay! But that’s Okay! 
In a way that only he can do it, Ken Davis takes you on a laugh- filled journey you 
will never forget! His hilarious stories and observations make for some of the best 
comedy you’ve never experienced! And it’s all wrapped up in a message of hope that 
can change your life forever. 
 
DVD/LEON/A220     Leonardo da Vinci 
Only rarely do genius and humility live side-by-side in the same person. Yet who 
could dispute that Leonardo da Vinci- master painter, celebrated artist, and brilliant 
inventor, centuries ahead of his time- could lay claim to both titles? This intriguing 
program not only introduces the towering figure of da Vinci but also paints a moving 
portrait of a humble man whose deep concern for others won him a lasting place in 
the hearts of his fifteenth century countrymen. The amazing breadth and depth of da 
Vinci’s unique genius and character provides wonderful proof of the power of 
humility. 
 
DVD/LOUI/A221     Louis Pasteur 



Join the adventure as Louis Pasteur (1822- 1895) sets out to solve some of the greatest 
medical mysteries of all time. Along the way, the great French scientist struggles 
against personal tragedies, doubting “official science” and failed experiments. 
Yet his determination never deserts him, even when Pasteur faces his greatest 
challenge of all. Will a rabies vaccine tested only on animals save a boy’s life? Should 
he even risk such a bold step? 
Pasteur’s steadfast determination stands as a lesson to us all. The vaccines he 
perfected, along with his Pasteurization process for safer milk, are his gifts to a better 
world. 
 
 
DVD/MARI/A240     Marie Curie  
At an early age, Marie Curie was taught the importance of education. As an adult, she 
became an amazing heroine of science. Her devotion to her work, despite poverty and 
sickness, gave the world the theory of radioactivity, the discovery of plutonium, and 
the isolation of radium. 
Marie Curie was the first person to receive two Nobel Prizes, but she chose not to 
profit from her research on radium so that the findings could be used for cancer 
research. Her devotion to her family, to science, and to mankind is a tremendous 
example for budding scientists and children everywhere. 
 
DVD/MYST/A241     Mystery Ligths of Navajo Mesa 
 
 
DVD/SKAT/A360     Skate Expectations 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation. 
    Watch for screaming skateboard action as Nicholas and Derrick duel over the fate 
of the school nerd. Nick wants to defend him; Derrick wants to cream him! Thrilling 
jumps and chilling swerves lead to the non-stop excitement of the deadly “Trail of the 
Killer Worm.” 
    Then, just when everything looks hopeless for Nick, Derrick and his dorks learn 
that the winner isn’t always the first one across the finish line. 
    Welcome to the world of Nicholas, a completely normal kid who happens to find 
himself in some not-so-normal situations. 
    Fortunately, Nicholas and his best friend McGee always seem to learn a valuable 
lesson from their wild adventures. Unfortunately, when you’re eleven years old (or, 
for that matter, if you’re a cartoon character) there are lots of lessons to be learned. 
     In “Skate Expectations,” Nicholas and McGee learn the value of showing love and 
kindness to others- no matter who they are. 
 
DVD/SOST/A361     So, Stick a Geranium in Your Hat and Be Happy! 
Life isn’t always what you want… but it’s what you’ve got! 
For the first time ever, Barbara Johnson’s zany humor and sincere compassion are 
captured on DVD! 
With the wit and humor of an Erma Bombeck, she candidly shares the events in her 
life that brought her to the depths of despair- and how God’s grace brought her back. 
From her husband’s near-fatal accident, to the loss of her sons and the homosexuality 
of another, Barbara reveals her own prescription for finding “life’s little sparkles,” 
even in the midst of life’s most crippling sorrows. 



 From her best-selling book comes the “Geranium Lady” live on DVD - guaranteed to 
release that bubble of joy within you and teach you how to claim God’s promise to 
“fill your mouth with laughter and your lips with shouts of joy” (Job 8:21). 
 
DVD/STJO/A362 St. John in Exile 
 
 
DVD/TAKE/A380     Take Me Out of the Ball Game 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation. 
     “Batter up!” “It’s a home run!” “Striiike threeee!” “Yer outta there!” 
    Cheering fans! The race for home plate! Double plays! Triple plays! All-American 
Little League baseball! Nicholas loves to play it. His dad loves to coach it. What they 
don’t love is getting clobbered every year by the Dodgers. 
    This year, it’s payback time. The Eastfield Braves are going to get even- because 
this year they have a secret weapon: Thurman Miller! Twelve-year-old Thurman- a 
miniature Babe Ruth, Hank Aaron, and Godzilla all rolled into one- can pitch like 
lightning and hit a ball so hard it goes into orbit! So look out, Dodgers! Nick and his 
dad are determined the Braves will win. After all, with Thurman on their team, they 
can’t lose! 
     Welcome to the world of Nicholas- a completely normal kid who happens to find 
himself in some not-so-normal situations- and his animated best friend McGee. 
Together, they learn valuable lessons from their wild adventures. 
    In “Take Me Out of the Ball Game,” Nicholas and McGee- with the help of special 
guest Orel Hershiser- learn about the importance of keeping things in the right 
perspective and putting faith in God, not people. 
 
DVD/THEB/A381     The Big Lie 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation. 
You’re eleven years old. You’ve moved with your parents and sisters to a new town 
where you don’t know anybody. Your neighbour is the kind of eccentric character that 
kids make-up scary stories about. The school bully knows who you are, where to find 
you, and why he doesn’t like you before your first day of school is over. And your 
best friend is a cartoon character who can only be relied on to give you unreliable 
advice. 
    Welcome to the world of Nicholas. A completely normal kid who happens to find 
himself in some not-so-normal situations. 
    Fortunately, Nicholas and his best friend, McGee, always seem to learn a valuable 
lesson from their wild adventures. Unfortunately, when you’re eleven years old (or, 
for that matter, if you’re a cartoon character), there are lots of lessons to be learned. 
    In “The Bid Lie,” Nicholas and McGee discover that telling lies is not a convenient 
way to make friends. Instead, it’s a sure way to hurt others, especially if the lie is 
mistaken for the truth. 
 
DVD/THEG/A382     The Great Escape 
Frank Peretti returns as Mr. Henry and turns the classrooms into first- century 
Rome 
He’s back- that offbeat Sunday School teacher with a few tricks up his sleeve! With 
some new props and lots of imagination, Mr. Henry creates a dungeon in the church 
basement to help his class understand what it was like to be a Christian in biblical 
times. Uncertain- and just a little scared!- the kids learn that God really cares for 



them, even in the most difficult times. With actual footage from the book of Acts, The 
Great Escape unlayers the early years of the spread of the Christian faith, with thrills 
and chills to keep everyone on the edge of their seats. 
 
DVD/THEG/A383     The great story teller 
Stand back when Frank Peretti starts to read his bible… 
An unsuspecting class. An unlikely substitute teacher. And some very mysterious 
goings-on. 
Hold onto your hat- Sunday school may never be the same! With a gleam in his eye, 
an avalanch of unworkable teaching aids- and a little help from God- master 
storyteller Frank Peretti, in his acting debut, takes his wide- eyed class inside the 
greatest story of all and introduces them to a laughing, loving, very real Jesus- unlike 
anyone they’ve ever met before! Filled with giggles, wonders- and more than a few 
surprises- The Great Storyteller makes Perretti’s class, and every child, an eye witness 
to some of the most exciting stories of the bible. 
 
DVD/THEG/A384     The Greatest is the Least 
 
 
DVD/THEH/A385     The home coming 
“God made each of us unique… and then we spend our whole lives trying to be 
like everyone else” 
Jordy Rembrandt is a big-city tough guy with an attitude and a history of bad 
decisions. When he’s sent to a small-town high school to complete his senior year, he 
discovers “fitting in” takes on a whole new meaning. 
Like any of us faced with peer pressure requiring choices, Jordy yearns for 
acceptance… in spite of his rough exterior. He tries the usual ways to get it- he plays 
football, goes to parties, dates a cheerleader. 
But it isn’t until he’s faced with the love of Christ that he begins to understand the 
meaning of true acceptance. 
 
DVD/THEN/A386     The Not-So-Great Escape 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation. 
    Monsters and mayhem, And things that go bump. That’s what kids are made of. 
Wait a second, that’s not how the rhyme goes! Unless, of course, you believe the 
latest big horror movie. Then there’s no telling what kids are made of… or can turn 
into. 
    Which is exactly why Nicholas’s parents won’t let him spend his Saturday 
afternoon going to the movie that “everybody else” is going to see. But some kids 
insist on believing that they, not their parents, know what’s best- until it’s too late. 
    Welcome to the world of Nicholas. A completely normal kid who happens to find 
himself in some not-so-normal situations. 
    Fortunately, Nicholas and his best friend McGee always seem to learn a valuable 
lesson from their wild adventures. Unfortunately, when you’re eleven years old (or, 
for that matter, if you’re a cartoon character) there are lots of lessons to be learned. 
     In “The Not-So-Great Escape,” Nicholas and McGee learn the value of obedience 
and being wise when making decisions. 
 
DVD/THEP/A387     The Prodigal Son 
 



 
DVD/THES/A388     The Stories of Jesus 
Special guest Bibleman, shows kids what made Jesus sad, mad, and glad… 
When Miss Hamilton’s class comes to the studio to watch filming of the newest 
Bibleman adventure, the irritable director makes it clear that he finds these kids a 
nuisance. Miles Peterson (Willie Aames) has a discussion with the kids about times 
when Jesus showed strong emotions, and this seems to soothe the escalating tensions. 
But when mishaps begin to occur, the director loses his temper- revealing that he’s 
really Bibleman’s archenemy! A climatic scene between Bibleman and the Mighty 
Master of Misery makes this field trip one the kids will never forget! 
 
DVD/THES/A389     The Story you can Believe In 
Does God have the power to change kids in today’s world? 
Like many young teens today, Allyson has a fractured family life and challenges that 
seem insurmountable. Discouraged and avoiding any commitment, she must find a 
way to change her attitude- or face expulsion from school, and even more trouble! 
Enter an enthusiastic music teacher with a story about how God has the power to 
change kid’s lives- even in today’s complicated world. 
With a commanding story of her own and compelling music, the sympathetic teacher, 
played by Word recording artist Nicole C. Mullen, gives Allyson a reason to change 
and a contemporary God in which to believe. 
 
DVD/THES/A390     The Story Behind the Cross 
It was supposed to be a typical field trip for some teenagers. But then, Jerusalem 
happened! 
A compulsory community service project brings a group of at- risk teens face to face 
with the meaning- and the price- of the Cross that they take for granted. 
Gritty, intense, thought- provoking… The Story behind the Cross speaks to teens on 
their terms with tell-it-like-it-is reality. They’ll see a Jesus they can identify with! A 
passionate, vulnerable person at odds with the Establishment of His day; angered by 
wrong; hurt by friend’s betrayal. A loving, courageous, approachable Jesus, who pays 
the ultimate price to open the door to eternal life for all humanity. 
 
 
DVD/TWIS/A391     Twister & Shout 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation. 
    Tornado! Twister! The Dorothy and Toto Express! Call it what you like, the results 
are always the same. Roaring winds snap electrical lines like strands of spaghetti. 
Pounding rain turns gentle streams into raging, swollen torrents. Windows become 
bull’s-eyes for flying tree limbs. 
    When you’re eleven years old, the only thing worse than having a tornado strike is 
having a tornado strike when your parents are gone for the evening! Suddenly 
innocent little words like disaster and fear and faith take a whole new meaning. 
    Welcome to the world of Nicholas. A completely normal kid who just happens to 
find himself in some not-so-normal situations. 
    Fortunately, Nicholas and his best friend McGee always seem to learn a valuable 
lesson from their wild adventures. Unfortunately, when you’re eleven years old (or, 
for that matter, if you’re a cartoon character) there are lots of lessons to be learned. 
    In “Twister & Shout,” Nicholas and McGee learn that when you trust in God you 
never have to worry about being alone- or being afraid. 



 
DVD/TWAS/A392     ‘Twas the Fight Before Christmas 
High adventure, live action- combined with animation. 
    It’s Christmastime! And Nicholas Martin is doing everything he can to take part in 
it. From playing a wise man (whose beard won’t stay on) in the school Christmas 
play; to helping decorate the family tree (though it seems more lights end up around 
Dad than on the tree!); to finding the most-excellent-and-perfect gift for his mom. 
Every day is full of laughter and fun. 
    But what Nick doesn’t know is that this Christmas is going to be different than any 
other Christmas. Because this Christmas, Nick will make a dramatic discovery… a 
discovery that will make him look beyond the carols, the decorations, and even the 
good times with family to find the real meaning of the season. 
    And the biggest surprise of all is the person who helps Nick make this discovery… 
    Welcome to the world of Nicholas- A completely normal kid who happens to find 
himself in some not-so-normal situations. 
    Fortunately, Nicholas and his best friend, McGee, always seem to learn a valuable 
lesson from their wild adventures- and his animated best friend, McGee. Together 
they learn valuable lessons from their wild adventures. 
    In “ ‘Twas the Fight Before Christmas,” Nicholas and McGee learn about God’s 
love for people who are hard to love. 
 
DVD/WARN/A393     Warning memories from Africa 
 
 
DVD/WHAT/A394 What the west should know about Islam 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HIGH SCHOOL 
 
DVD/AQUE/H001     A question of Origin? 
 
 
DVD/ANCI/H002     Ancient Secrets of the Bible 
The Holy Bible: fact or fiction? Between the covers of the Bible simmer history’s 
most spectacular claims… but are they true? 
Myth or reality? Fact or fable? 
Now you’ll be sure. 
Walk with biblical scholars- and skeptics- through the Bible’s most challenging 
mysteries. It’s all here… expert testimony. 
Vivid, dramatic re-creations of Bible events. Conclusive scientific experiments that 
put Bible claims to the test. 



And compelling new evidence that the Bible is indeed factual and trustworthy! 
Examine Ancient Secrets of the Bible… then decide for yourself. 
Moses Red Sea Miracle 
Did It Happen? 
A burning bush appears on a rocky hillside. A sign from God… or the hallucination of 
a sunstruck shepherd? Nearly 2 million refugees scramble across the Red Sea on a 
mysterious ridge of dry land- then watch a pursuing Egyptian army drown… a 
miracle or mirage? Discover the amazing truth! 
 
DVD/CHIL/H040    Children’s Ministry  
The most rewarding Job in God’s Kingdom 
Sharing God’s Word with children can be the most spiritually satisfying experience of 
your life. Discover how to do the best job possible as Sunday School experts Wes and 
Sheryl Haystead discuss eight exhortations for excellent educators. This DVD  
presents the keys to success in children’s ministry and will inspire you to embrace the 
important role of teaching children of all ages about God’s Word and His amazing 
love. 
 
DVD/EVOL/H080      Evolution: from physics to metaphysics 
 
 
DVD/HOMO/H140    Homosexuality 
Is it okay to be gay? 
Do you believe that some people are born homosexuals and cannot change? Or that 
homosexuality- like race, sex or ethnicity- is an innate and immutable characteristic 
and that any attempt to change it is futile? 
If so, then you, like thousands of other people, have bought into a lie that is having a 
devastating effect on our families, our schools, businesses, government and the media. 
The truth is that people can escape from the bondage of homosexuality- it is both 
preventable and treatable. 
This DVD deals honestly and compassionately with homosexuality. You’ll get a 
biblical perspective on this behavior and a better understanding of its causes and 
conditions. More importantly, you’ll hear from people who once led the so-called 
“gay” lifestyle and discovered that there is a way out. 
 
DVD/HOWT/H141     How to lead a child to Christ 
 
 
DVD/TAKE/H380     Take me out of the ball game 
 
 
DVD/TOWE/H380     Tower of Babel fact or fiction 
 
 
DVD/WALL/H460     Walls of Jeicho di they trumble down 
 


